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Abstract: The Zintl anion (Ge2As2)
2� represents an isostruc-

tural and isoelectronic binary counterpart of yellow arsenic, yet
without being studied with the same intensity so far. Upon
introducing [(PPh3)AuMe] into the 1,2-diaminoethane (en)
solution of (Ge2As2)

2�, the heterometallic cluster anion [Au6-
(Ge3As)(Ge2As2)3]

3� is obtained as its salt [K(crypt-222)]3-
[Au6(Ge3As)(Ge2As2)3]·en·2 tol (1). The anion represents
a rare example of a superpolyhedral Zintl cluster, and it
comprises the largest number of Au atoms relative to main
group (semi)metal atoms in such clusters. The overall super-
tetrahedral structure is based on a (non-bonding) octahedron
of six Au atoms that is face-capped by four (GexAs4�x)

x� (x = 2,
3) units. The Au atoms bind to four main group atoms in
a rectangular manner, and this way hold the four units together
to form this unprecedented architecture. The presence of one
(Ge3As)3� unit besides three (Ge2As2)

2� units as a consequence
of an exchange reaction in solution was verified by detailed
quantum chemical (DFT) calculations, which ruled out all
other compositions besides [Au6(Ge3As)(Ge2As2)3]

3�. Reac-
tions of the heavier homologues (Tt2Pn2)

2� (Tt = Sn, Pb; Pn =

Sb, Bi) did not yield clusters corresponding to that in 1, but
dimers of ternary nine-vertex clusters, {[AuTt5Pn3]2}

4� (in 2–4 ;
Tt/Pn = Sn/Sb, Sn/Bi, Pb/Sb), since the underlying pseudo-
tetrahedral units comprising heavier atoms do not tend to
undergo the said exchange reactions as readily as (Ge2As2)

2�,
according to the DFT calculations.

Introduction

As a consequence of its metastable, yet controllable,
character under ambient conditions, white phosphorus (P4)
has been playing a vital role in phosphorus chemistry, given its
multifaceted coordination modes and activation pathways.[1]

Its heavier congener yellow arsenic (As4) converts even more
readily into the thermodynamic most stable gray allotrope,

which complicates further use for coordination chemistry due
to its layered structure. For this, the chemistry of As4 requires
even more sophisticated strategies for its preparation, storage
and controlled delivery to chemical reactions. These include
the reversible coordination of As4 to transition metals[2] or the
encapsulation of As4 as guest in porous materials.[3] Such
techniques were developed and optimized during the recent
past and enabled a fascinating and beautiful follow-up
chemistry towards transition metals and also main group
compounds.[4] The studies also allowed a facile access to the
binary molecule AsP3 in condensed phase, which was
previously studied in gas phase only.[5]

Another approach to work with (pseudo-)tetrahedral
units of main group semi-metals is the isoelectronic replace-
ment of some or all of the pnictogen atoms in Pn4 (Pn = P, As)
with (formally) negatively charged atoms of group 13 or 14
elements. This is realized in salts of the corresponding Zintl
anions, which show relatively high (thermal) stabilities and
solubility in polar solvents. In the past decade, such binary
pseudo-tetrahedral anions were shown to be excellent starting
materials to the formation of a large variety of heterometallic
and intermetalloid Zintl clusters.[6]

With (Tt2Pn2)
2� anions (Tt = Ge, Sn, Pb; Pn = P, As, Sb,

Bi), for instance, a variety of ternary clusters were obtained
through interaction with d- and f-block organometallic
reagents.[7–10] In most of these cases, the anions underwent
significant fragmentations and rearrangements—similar to
reactions involving P4 and As4. For instance, (Sn2Sb2)

2� was
drastically reorganized in a reaction with [LCu(NCMe)] (L =

[{N(C6H3
iPr2-2,6)C(Me)}2CH]�) to form a dimer of ternary 9-

vertex units, {[CuSn5Sb3]
2�}2.

[7d] The heteroatomic situation
proved critical in monitoring and understanding of multi-
metallic cluster growth, as exemplified in comprehensive
studies involving (Ge2As2)

2� during the stepwise formation of
Ta/Ge/As clusters.[11]

The tendency to fragmentation is in sharp contrast to the
behavior of homoatomic Zintl anions Tt4

4� (Si, Ge, Sn, Pb).
Reactions of these species, all of which needed to be
performed in liquid ammonia due to the corresponding salts�
poor solubility (in the absence of organic ligands),[12] revealed
the conservation of the tetrahedral units and their function as
polyatomic ligands to Cu+, Au+ or Zn2+ ions.[13,14]

Coinage metals and other d10 metals, in particular, have
been witnessed of their strong abilities not only to activate P4

and As4, but also the isoelectronic group 14 tetrahedra
mentioned above. The anionic clusters [(MesCu)2(h3,h3-
Tt4)]4� (Tt4 = Si4, Ge4, Si3.3Ge0.7) were among the first
examples for successful solution chemistry with Tt4

4�.[13a–c]
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Upon in situ formation, Sn4
4� tetrahedra were linked through

a central gold atom to form the first binary Au/Sn polyanion
[Au(h2-Sn4)2]

7�,[13e] which represents a cut-out from chain-like
extensions of the type 1

1[Au(h2:h2-Tt4)]3� (Tt4 = Sn4, Pb4)
[15] or

1
1[Au(h2:h2-TlSn3)]3� [16] that exist in solid phases. The ternary
analog of the molecular species, [Au{h2-(Sn2Sb2)}2]

3�, was
obtained in a relatively mild environment due to the reduced
overall charge of the binary pseudo-tetrahedron.[17] Very
recently, a ternary cluster anion, [Cd3(Ge3P)3]

3� was synthe-
sized, comprising binary pseudo-tetrahedral units.[7c] Besides
proving (Ge2P2)

2� to be a suitable precursor for multinary
cluster synthesis, the reaction product indicated an equilibri-
um of various (GexP4�x)

x� species to form in solution, which
allowed for a heretofore unknown species (Ge3P)3� to be
available for the cluster synthesis. However, to the best of our
knowledge, molecular architectures involving more than
three anionic ligands or more than three metal atoms have
not been known to date. An overview of structural motifs for
the coordination of d10 metals by (pseudo-)tetrahedral anions
is provided in Figure 1.

Results and Discussion

In this work, we describe the reaction of the binary Zintl
anion [K(crypt-222)]2(Ge2As2)

[11a,c] with [(PPh3)AuMe] in en,
yielding the supertetrahedral Zintl cluster [Au6(Ge3As)-
(Ge2As2)3]

3� as its [K(crypt-222)]+ salt [K(crypt-222)]3[Au6-
(Ge3As)(Ge2As2)3]·en·2 tol (1). Remarkably, reactions of the
heavier homologous Zintl anions (Tt2Pn2)

2� (Tt = Sn, Pb;
Pn = Sb, Bi) with the gold complex under identical reaction
conditions yield yet another type of ternary heterometallic
cluster. The anions of the products [K(crypt-222)]4-
{[AuTt5Pn3]2}·nSol (2 for Tt/Pn = Sn/Bi, nSol = 2py; 3 for
Tt/Pn = Sn/Sb, nSol = 2py; 4 for Tt/Pn = Pb/Sb, n Sol = 3en)
are isostructural to a corresponding copper cluster
{[CuSn5Sb3]2}

4� that were reported only recently.[7d] We used
quantum chemistry to shed light on the different reactivities

of the binary anions used. Scheme 1 summarizes the reaction
reported herein.

Compound 1 was characterized by means of single-crystal
X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD)[18] and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS, Figure S9). Electrospray-ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) revealed fragmentation of the large
cluster anion (Mw = 2360.01 gmol�1) under ESI-MS condi-
tions. Therefore, quantum chemical calculations were under-
taken to confirm the number of Ge and As atoms in 1. These
studies also served to assign Ge and As atoms to their
preferred positions within the cluster structure, and to analyze
the electronic structure and the bonding situation.

According to SC-XRD, the structure of the anion in
1 (Figure 2) is based on an octahedron of six Au atoms
(Au···Au 3.516–3.615 �), with half of the Au3 faces being
capped by (GexAs4�x)

x� (x = 2, 3) pseudo-tetrahedra in h3

Figure 1. Overview of multimetallic complexes comprising pseudo-
tetrahedral Zintl anions as ligands of d10 metal atoms. a) [Au(h2-
Sn4)2]

7�,[13e] b) [(h2-Tt4)Zn(h3-Tt4)]
6� (Tt =Ge,[13c] Sn[14a]), c) [(h3-Ge4)Zn-

(h3-Ge4)]
6�,[14b] d) 1

1[Au(h2:h2-Tt4)]
3� (Tt =Sn, Pb),[15] e) 1

1[Au(h2:h2-
TlSn3)]

4�,[16] f) [Au(Sn2Sb2)]
3�,[17] g) [(MesCu)2(h

3,h3-Tt4)]
4� (Tt4 = Si4,

Ge4, Si3.3Ge0.7),
[13a–c] h) [{h2-(HGe4)}ZnPh2]

3�,[13d] i) [Cd3(Ge3P)3]
3�.[7c] Hy-

drogen atoms in organic groups are omitted for clarity.

Scheme 1. Summary of the reactions of salts of binary Zintl anions
(Tt2Pn2)

2� with [Ph3PAuMe] in 1,2-diaminoethane (en) yielding com-
pounds 1–4.

Figure 2. Molecular structure of the supertetrahedral cluster anion in
1, with thermal ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability. Since Ge and As
atoms cannot be distinguished, the corresponding atom types are
drawn as two-colored atoms (yellow-blue), with the more probable
atom according to quantum chemical calculations being indicated by
the dominant color (see text). Selected distances [�] and angles [8]:
As/Ge(apex)–Ge/As(basal) 2.4361(8)–2.4581(8), Ge/As(basal)–Ge-
(basal) 2.7879(8)–2.8279(7), Au–Ge/As 2.5369(5)–2.5662(6), Au···Au
3.516–3.615 (measured); Ge/As–Au–Ge/As 65.972(17)–67.420(17) and
111.075(18)–179.61(2).
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fashion. The fourth apex of each of these units point away
from the cluster center, hence giving the whole anion an
overall supertetrahedral shape with (idealized) Td symmetry.

Since Ge and As atoms cannot be distinguished by means
of common X-ray diffraction experiments, the number and
position of the main group atoms was determined in another
way. First, we applied the pseudo-element concept to ration-
alize the overall anionic charge of�3 that was unambiguously
deduced from the number of three [K(crypt-222)]+ cations
per formula unit. Under the reasonable assumption of
(formally) Au+ cations to be present (Au-Ge/As 2.5369(5)–
2.5661(6) �), the total charge of the four pseudo-tetrahedral
units needs to sum up to �9. This would be achieved if three
of the anionic main group units were (Ge2As2)

2� while one of
them was (Ge3As)3�. Alternatively, the three lower-charge
units could be protonated (Ge3AsH)2�. Several methods were
applied to clarify, which of these options would be the correct
one. First, we checked the elemental composition by means of
EDS. This revealed atom% values of K:Au:Ge:As to be
6.8%:26.3%:36.9%:30.0% (theoretical values calculated for
K3Au6Ge9As7: 12.0%:24.0%:36.0%:28.0%). As a deviation
of the K amount is rather common for Zintl cluster
compounds, we also compared the Au:Ge:As percentages
alone, which are 28.2 %:39.6%:32.2% according to the EDS
measurement, hence in very good agreement with the
theoretical values of Au6Ge9As7 (27.3%:40.9%:31.8%). For
comparison, the theoretical values for a protonated cluster
K3Au6Ge12As4H3 would be K:Au:Ge:As =

12.0%:24.0%:48.0%:16.0% and Au:Ge:As =

27.3%:54.5%:18:2 %, which clearly is too far apart from the
measured data.

To further corroborate our assumed composition, and to
clarify the distribution of the Ge and As atoms on the atomic
positions, we additionally applied DFT calculations[19–24] along
with first order perturbation theory in the nuclear charge.[25]

These led to the atom assignment that is indicated by the
dominant color of the two-colored displacement ellipsoids
drawn in Figure 2 above. According to these calculations, the
Ge atoms are clearly preferred as coordinating atoms: all
pseudo-tetrahedral units are orientated such that one As atom
points outwards and is not involved in the coordination.
Hence, the (Ge3As)3� unit binds with all three Ge atoms, and
the (Ge2As2)

2� ligands involve two Ge atoms and one As
atom each. In a recent comprehensive study of binary pseudo-
tetrahedral anions,[26] we inspected the atomic orbitals of all
different elemental combinations. The Ge–Ge bonds contrib-
ute predominantly to the HOMOs of these anions, so their
involvement in the coordination is obvious. Still, the relative
orientation of the 4-vertex units allows for some isomeric
architectures. The global minimum structure (illustrated in
Figure 2 by the dominant color of the two-colored ellipsoids)
exists in two enantiomeric forms, with the second enantiomer
resulting from an exchange of As/Ge7 and Ge/As9. In both
enantiomers, one Au atom is coordinated by 4Ge atoms, one
Au atom exhibits a 2:2 ratio of Ge:As neighbors, and four Au
atoms exhibit a 3:1 ratio of Ge:As neighbors, which is the best
approximation of an equal coordination environment of all
six atoms. In the second possible pair of isomers, given the
precondition that four As atoms are not involved in the

coordination of Au atoms (+ 7 kJmol�1), 4:0, 3:1, and 2:2
ratios of coordinating atom types are realized for two Au
atoms each, which is a more significant deviation from
equality. As can be seen from the energy difference between
these isomers, this is a slight, yet noticeable effect, as the total
number of coordinating Ge and As atoms are the same in
these species.

For elucidation of the bonding situation, a localization
procedure was applied to the 70 valence orbitals, see Figure 3.

One obtains for each of the four outer As atoms three
two-center bonds to its three As or Ge neighbors—polarized
in case of Ge (Figure 3, top left) and non-polarized in case of
As (Figure 3, top right). Each of the six Au atoms form two
three-center bonds with two atoms from the same 4-vertex
unit each. The three-center bond contains similar contribu-
tions from the three atoms in case of the AuGe2 interaction
(Figure 3, bottom left), while it is polarized towards As in case
of the AuGeAs interaction (Figure 3, bottom right). The
remaining 46 localized orbitals represent five d-orbitals for
each of the Au atoms and one lone pair for each of the As or
Ge atoms. We note that there is no evidence for significant
Au···Au interactions.

Another issue that required clarification is the observa-
tion of the pseudo-tetrahedral anion (Ge3As)3� that has not
yet been isolated in a salt on its own. While it is a common
observation to find fragmentation and rearrangement of the
pseudo-tetrahedral binary Zintl anions to larger moieties in
the presence of transition metal atoms or ions (see also the
reactions leading to compounds 2–4), a reorganization of the
4-vertex units themselves has only been detected by mass
spectrometry in some cases, and in the case of the lightest
known binary species, Ge2P2, a corresponding unit was
included in the ternary complex [Cd3(Ge3P)3]

3� mentioned
above.[7c] We assume that such species are formed in exchange

Figure 3. Images of representative localized molecular orbitals (LMOs)
of the calculated global minimum structure of the [As6(Ge3As)-
(Ge2As2)3]

3� anion in 1. The color code and the orientation are the
same as in Figure 2. Contours are drawn at 0.048 a.u., for details see
the text.
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reactions according to Equation (1), representing equilibria
of different binary species in solution [note that Eq. (1) also
indicates the formation of the homoatomic analogs, as the
extreme of such exchange reactions (in grey); these species
were not detected so far, but may occur as transient species, as
we find red phosphorous in solutions involving Pn=P]. Very
obviously, the elemental combinations involved in the binary
anions seem to be critical to the relative abundance, or the
occurrence of such equilibria at all, instead of further
fragmentation.

2 ðTt2Pn2Þ2� Ð ðTt3PnÞ3� þ ðTtPn3Þ� ½Ð ðTt4Þ4� þ Pn4�� ð1Þ

Evidence for this reaction to actually take place is given
by ESI mass spectra of the reaction solution, in which we
identified all three species with Ge:As ratios of 2:2, 3:1, and
1:3 to coexist (Figures S14–S17).

To comprehend this observation and the fact that such
exchanged pseudo-tetrahedra were only observed for the
anion in 1 and for [Cd3(Ge3P)3]

3�[7c] so far, we calculated
reaction energies EXR for the first step of this equilibrium,
considering all—known or hypothetical—elemental combi-
nations of Tt and Pn from periods 3–6 (Figure 4 and
Table S8).

As discussed recently, the ratio of the atomic radii seems
to play a role for the (relative) stabilities of binary pseudo-
tetrahedral anions.[26] Hence we analyzed the results obtained
for EXR in this regard, and found that within a series of a given
Tt, the course of the EXR values indeed can be reproduced this
way: obviously, for smaller differences of the covalent radii,
the exchange reactions become more exoenergetic (Ta-
ble S9). Hence anions with a 3:1 or 1:3 ratio of the involved
atom types are stabilized more efficiently in comparison to
the anions with a 2:2 atomic composition, if the sizes of the
involved atoms are more similar; we attribute this to the fact
that the 3:1 and 1:3 anions can be understood as triangles of
one atom type with a single atom of the other type capping it,
for which the size difference matters more than for two Tt�Tt
or Pn�Pn “dumbbells” forming the 2:2 anions. Although
these geometric consideration alone do not explain the
particular situation of the Ge species (GexPn4�x)

x�, we are

delighted to find the exchange reactions involving Ge to be
distinctly more preferable than calculated for any other Tt/Pn
combination—with the (Ge2P2)

2� anion being only slightly
more prone to follow Equation (1) than (Ge2As2)

2�. This
finding is in excellent agreement with our experimental
observations, in which only the exchange reaction products of
(Ge2P2)

2� and (Ge2As2)
2� seem to form in sufficiently large

amounts in solution to be available as ligands for transition
metal atoms. According to the calculations, we suggest that
the elemental combination Ge/Sb should show a similar
behavior—yet, the underlying anion has not yet been ex-
plored to date.

Compounds 2–4 were also characterized by means of SC-
XRD[18] and m-XFS. Additionally, ESI mass spectra were
recorded on fresh solutions of single-crystals, which indicated
different degrees of fragmentation under ESI-MS conditions
for the three different species, notably also producing
(SnBi3)

� upon redissolving the single-crystals in the case of
2. Yet, the sensitivity of the compounds did not allow for their
transfer into the gas phase as a whole. The anions in 2–4 are
isostructural to each other and with the anion of the above-
mentioned copper homologue of compound 3. They thus
represent dimers of trimetallic 9-vertex cages, which can be
understood as heterometallic superatoms, according to com-
prehensive quantum chemical studies carried out on the anion
{[CuSn5Sb3]2}

4�.[7d] The molecular structure of {[AuPb5Sb3]2}
4�

in compound 4 is shown in Figure 5 as an example.
In this case, the assignment of Pb and Sb atoms was

unambiguous and not affected by positional disorder. Pb and
Sb atoms occupy the same positions as the Sn and Sb atoms,
respectively, in the previously reported Cu cluster, which
serves to confirm the previous assignment that was made
based on perturbation theory for the quoted cluster. The Au
atoms are coordinated by two Pb and two Sb atoms each, in
a distorted square planar fashion, with the Au–Pb bonds being

Figure 4. Illustration of the reaction energies for the exchange reac-
tions, EXR, corresponding to the first step of Equation (1). Tt indicates
the involved tetrel atom, Pn indicates the involved pnictogen atom.

Figure 5. Molecular structure of the dimeric cluster anion in 4, as an
example of the isostructural cluster anions observed in compounds 2–
4. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability. Selected distances
[�] and angles [8]: Pb1–Pb2 3.3114(7), Pb3–Pb4 3.1444(7), Pb(3,4)–Pb5
3.2268(7)–3.2285(7) Sb1–Pb 3.0101(9)–3.0703(13), Sb(2,3)–Pb 2.9571-
(9)–3.0035(10), Au1–Pb(1i,2i) 2.8671(7)–2.8951(12), Au1···Pb(1,2)
3.2236(6)–3.2418(8), Au–Sb 2.7293(8)–2.7475(10), Au···Aui 2.8957(8);
Pb1···Au1···Pb2 61.616(18), Pb1i–Au1–Pb2i 70.15(2), Pb(1i,2i)–Au···Pb-
(2,1) 87.75(2), 88.57(2), Pb(1i,2i)–Au···Pb(1,2) 123.819(17), 123.812-
(16), Sb–Au–Sb 117.47(3), Sb(2,3)–Au–Pb(2i,1i) 85.52(3), 85.823(19),
Sb(2,3)–Au–Pb(1i,2i) 155.04(2), 155.123(19), Pb(1,2)···Au–Sb(2,3)
58.73(2), 59.175(15), Pb(1,2)···Au–Sb(3,2) 110.91(2), 111.25(2). Sym-
metry code: i = 1�x, 1�y, 1�z. Figures of compounds 2 and 3 are
provided in the Supporting Information.
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by 0.12–0.17 � longer than the Au–Sb bonds. Two additional,
yet significantly longer (weaker) Au···Pb interactions comple-
ment the arrangement into a distorted trigonal prismatic
environment.

Although it is not possible to calculate reaction energies
of the reorganization to form the 8-vertex units that
coordinate the Au atoms in compounds 2–4, starting out
from the precursor units, as these reactions take place under
overall oxidation of the main group elements, we suspect that
the lower preference for the reorganizations shown in
Equation (1) allows for such alternative fragmentation and
rearrangement reactions to take place instead. One should
additionally take into consideration that the bonding within
the 8-vertex units has an even more delocalized character
than in the pseudo-tetrahedral anions,[27] which may explain
their preference to form with increasing atomic number (and
thus the metal character) of the involved atom types.

According to DFT calculations of the anions in 2–4, and
also of the yet “missing” Au/Pb/Bi analogue, we can make the
following conclusions: First, the atom assignment of tetrel and
pentel atoms clearly is preferred in the way shown in Figure 5.
Second, according to population analyses (Table S10) and the
inspection of localized molecular orbitals (Figures S33–S35),
the Au atoms do not undergo notable Au···Au interactions
here—similar to the observations made for compound 1—but
prefer the formation of heterometallic (mainly three-center)
bonds. As the bonding situation in 2–4 is qualitatively the
same as in the copper analogue of compound 3, we do not
detail it here, but refer to the respective literature.[7d]

Notably, all our attempts failed so far to grow crystals
from reactions with the heaviest homologue in this series,
(Pb2Bi2)

2�, or to find any further evidence for the formation of
a cluster anion comprising Au besides the said main group
metals. As both elemental combinations, Au/Bi and Au/Pb,
have been realized (see below), and as other clusters with the
elemental combinations Ln/Pb/Bi,[7e] Pd/Pb/Bi,[7f] Ni/Pb/Bi,[7g]

Zn/Pb/Bi,[7g] and U/Pb/Bi[10] have been known, and as the
tendency of the (Pb2Bi2)

2� anion to reorganize seems to be
similar to that of (Sn2Bi2)

2� (see Figure 4), this observation is
unexpected. It is therefore subject to ongoing work. Finally, it
is worth noting here that Au atoms were successfully
introduced into several other heterometallic and intermetal-
loid complexes or clusters beside those mentioned above. In
these molecules, which are either anionic, cationic or un-
charged, the Au atoms exhibit a diversity of coordination
environments.[28–31]

Conclusion

In summary, we presented two new types of intermetalloid
cluster architectures comprising gold atoms, resembling a yet
unprecedented 22-atomic supertetrahedral arrangement and
a series of dimeric clusters of ternary 9-vertex cages. Besides
experimental work including X-ray diffraction, EDS/m-XFS,
and ESI mass spectrometry, quantum chemical studies were
applied to confirm the composition and to determine atomic
positions in the structures. In addition, the calculations
verified that intense Au–Tt or Au–Pn bonding outplays

Au···Au interactions in these cases, and they served to
illustrate that the lightest congeners used in ternary inter-
metalloid cluster syntheses, (Ge2P2)

2� and (Ge2As2)
2� readily

undergo reorganization reactions in solution to provide
(Tt3Pn)3� units for the cluster formation, while other ele-
mental combinations prefer other rearrangement pathways.

These new insights allowed us to push the limits of Zintl
chemistry towards new elemental combinations and architec-
tures, which will be the base for future studies about such
uncommon metal nanoclusters and their formation processes.
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